Greetings and welcome to the fifth year of Didache: Faithful Teaching. This edition, following others, highlights a number of presentations given at regional theological conferences around the globe, presents new articles addressing ministry and education, and includes a fresh “wrinkle” to promote international, multilingual, publications.
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Holy God, Holy People: Becoming by Grace What God is by Nature  By K. Steve McCormick

Holy Persons  By Thomas A. Noble

Holy Sacrifice  By Alex Deasley

Holy Mission: The “Entire Sanctification” of the Triune God’s Creation  By Philip R. Hamner and Andy Johnson

Relational Holiness: Core and Contributing Notions  By Thomas Oord and Michael Lodahl
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More than a Simple Coffee Hour: The Therapeutic Role of Christian Fellowship and congregational Care  By Judith Schwanz

Uniting Truth and Love: A Conjoined Approach to Faithful Teaching  By Dean Blevins
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CREACIÓN E IMPLEMENTACIÓN DE LA FACULTAD DESCENTRALIZADA DEL SEMINARIO NAZARENO SUDAMERICANO DE PILAR, BUENOS AIRES – ARGENTINA  By Jorge Luis Julca Olano